
 

Call for Volunteers in the Preschool Speech & Language Program 

We are seeking passionate, driven, and motivated volunteers to support our team while gaining clinical 

experience in the field of Speech-Language Pathology. We are a group of speech-language practitioners looking 

to share our knowledge and support the development of our field. Our clients are families with young children 

(birth to Junior Kindergarten entry) with a wide variety of speech, language and communication difficulties. 

We know that it is not always easy to find these opportunities. We hope to create volunteer opportunities for 

interested individuals from all equity seeking groups, especially those with lived experience from racialized 

and/or marginalized communities. Our goal is to attract volunteers from diverse backgrounds and support 

diverse candidates entering the field of speech-language pathology. We know that our clients benefit from a 

wide variety of experiences and perspectives and understand the importance of having a field of professionals 

that is reflective of the diversity of the City of Toronto and beyond. 

How to Volunteer: 

Are you interested in gaining volunteer experience to enter the field? Each summer (July & August) we take on a 

maximum of three volunteers in the program (at our various locations). To apply for this opportunity: 

1. Please complete the online application form by May 15th 2024  

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=J4Zibvs2ckurimor0YRONQCzg4UnZblElvNzrbocP

eNUNU82V0s4RDVDS0FWUlE4RE1NMk9HNTBIQy4u 

2. Email your resume and statement of intent to psl@georgehull.on.ca 

Candidates will be contacted by email in the beginning of June, and those moving forward will be asked to 

provide two references (e.g. employers, academic supervisor, etc.). Successful candidates will be required to 

submit a completed Vulnerable Sector Check and will need to be at least 18 years of age. We will select 

candidates based on alignment with our volunteer program goals and availability.  

Thank you for your interest, and we look forward to hearing from you!! 

The George Hull Speech & Language Team 
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